
 
 

Kiwi Falls 13% Against the USD!  Tony Alexander 

Compared with a year ago the Kiwi dollar has fallen against the greenback by about 13%. Is that 
worth writing about? Anyone exporting goods to the United States might think it is – but that would 
not be the Kiwi way. Pointing out how a sustained currency movement out of anyone’s control was 
bringing one a benefit would sound like skiting and as Kiwis we don’t do that. 

However, if the Kiwi dollar rises by just over 7% from a year ago against the Aussie dollar we do think 
that is worthy of comment, admittedly mainly because of the “magic” number of 1:1 or parity 
involved – sort of like how all our lives were so much changed by the new millennium starting one 
and a half decades ago. 

In fact our fascination with parity is so strong I did numerous media interviews on the subject on 
Easter Monday and Tuesday this week. Why the biased interest in the NZD’s smallish rise against the 
AUD from a year ago? 

One reason will be because so much business commentary in New Zealand for perhaps over a 
century now has been couched in terms of what such and such means for exporters – not 
households or other businesses. Thus we have all been brought up on the mantra that a rising Kiwi 
dollar is bad and a falling Kiwi dollar is a great thing. 

With nothing else changing a higher currency will be bad for exporters. But it will also be good for 
importers and households and it all depends upon what is causing our currency to move higher. In 
this case it is not actually our currency moving higher – it is the Aussie dollar moving lower. In fact 
compared with a year ago the AUD has dropped by 18% against the US dollar. Our currency has 
admittedly moved up by 10% against the Euro, but that reflects not anything happening here but 
instead the poor state of the Eurozone economy and commencement last month of money printing 
by the European Central Bank. 

So the question to be answered here is not why has the NZD risen, because in fact on a trade 
weighted basis we have fallen 4% from a year ago – but why has the Aussie dollar fallen so much? 
The decline in the AUD reflects a lot of negative factors all coming together at the same time. 

• Iron ore is Australia’s biggest export earner and prices are at a ten year low less than one-
third their levels of four years ago. 

• There are persistent concerns about immediate growth prospects for China bringing the risk 
of further declines in not just iron ore prices but coal prices also. 

• The Federal Government is finding itself unable to pass legislation to get a deteriorating 
budget deficit track under control, bringing reduced confidence in the business sector. 

• The Federal Government is also proving unable to undertake increasingly necessary 
economic reforms aimed at allowing productivity in Australia to overcome the complacency 
and inefficiencies generated by 23 years without having a recession. 

• The retailing sector is struggling to adjust to online competition and consumer spending 
caution post-GFC. 



 
 

• It is anticipated that there will be full closure of the motor vehicle assembly industry by the 
end of 2017. This and other factors are hitting the manufacturing sector hard.  

Investment in the important mining sector is plummeting, though there is some offset from 
improving residential construction assisted by record low interest rates. 


